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Luxury design at Kris Turnbull Studios

C

elebrating a decade of success,
Kris Turnbull Studios is a high-end
architectural & luxury interior design
studio specialising in residential
projects for private clients & property developers
throughout the UK & abroad. Set within a stunning
converted church, Kris Turnbull Studios is the
only one of it’s kind in the country. The stunning
interior showroom features a fashionable blend of
the finest furniture, most luxurious elegant fabrics
and exquisite products from around the world in a
selection of lifestyle rooms.
Dedicated to designing through the eyes of
each client, Kris & his creative team approach
every commission in a tailored fashion, backed by
extensive property and design experience, awardwinning developments and a natural eye for luxury;
they take a hands-on approach to every project
ensuring each is delivered with love & care to suit
each clients’ desires, needs & requirements.
Kris Turnbull and his talented team are renowned
for being one of the most desirable and esteemed
design studios in the UK, Europe & The Middle
East. The creative team offers the full complement
of design services: architecture, interior architecture,
interior design & styling.
Offering a highly personalised service, a team of
highly creative and dedicated designers is driven by the
pursuit of perfection and extreme attention to detail
working on the finest properties in terms of location,
quality and design. Our stylish projects reflect our
extensive experience in creating luxurious and livable
spaces for national and international private clients,
residential developers and boutique hoteliers.
Kris Turnbull Studios designs by asking the right
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questions and collaborating closely with our clients
to deliver successful solutions that surpasses client
expectations resulting in their lifestyle dreams being
realised. Building relationships and understanding
the clients’ lifestyle & tastes including working
together to create individual design briefs, is the
foundation and starting point for the perfect
project. The team expertise, inspirational and
innovative approach in all aspects of building design
and refurbishment ranges from overall design
solutions and construction to the more specific
requirements and desires of our clients.
The success of design relies on seamlessly
integrating the component parts; considering
furniture layouts, ambient lighting, electrical design,
finishing schedules for hard finishes, bathroom and
kitchen design. The holistic design approach by our
designers will translate into design proposals that
combine the hopes, dreams and desires of clients
for their home, holiday retreat or even simply that
special room! Combining a rational approach with
investigative and imaginative use of materials we
continue to expand our reputation for delivering
new build architecture, as well as giving vibrant and
sustainable life to old and historic buildings through
adaptive and innovative visions. The diversity
of brands, design houses and world influences
guarantees a unique and comprehensive styling
to suit from the traditional right through to the
modern contemporary.
Kris Turnbull Studios main aim is to create a
more beautiful living environment for everyone.
N. Ireland: +44 (0) 28 9068 8600
London: +44 (0) 20 7340 8723
www.kristurnbull.com

